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Introduction.
This paper concerns linear and nonlinear difference equations whose linear part involves the difference operator (1.1)
Ty(x) := y(x + 1) -A(x)y(x)
where x € C, A(a-) is an invertible (n x n)-matrix meromorphic near oo and y : C ->• C
71
. We are interested in multisummability properties of formal solutions of Ty(x) = G{x, y) where G{x, y) is holomorphic at (oo, 0) and does not contain linear terms in y. In general M(rr) cannot be lifted to a meromorphic matrix but only on suitable sectors there exist corresponding holomorphic lifts which exhibit a Stokes phenomenon.
The levels of the difference operator T are said to be A;i,..., kq where 0 < A;i < ... < kq = 1 and k^ € (0,1) occurs iff there exists j such that \j =0,Cj = 1,% ^0,^=^.
A direction 0 (interpreted as a real number or as a half line arga; = (f)) will be called singular for this operator ifexp{.rlog(c^)-h^(a;)} has maximal descent in the direction 0 as \x\ -> oo in case Xj = 0^x\og(cj) + Qj{x) ^ 0. Here all possible determinations of the logarithm are taken into account. These directions are said to be of level 1 except if \j •==-O^Cj = l,qj(x) ^ 0. In the latter case it is said to be of level fij. In case \j = 0, Cj = 1, also (f) = Tr/2 mod TT are singular directions of level 1. Note that in case Aj = 0,|cy| -^ 1 there are infinitely many singular directions which have Tr/2 mod TT as accumulation points.
With these definitions our main result is THEOREM 1.1. -Let A{x) be as above and let G{x, y) be holomorphic in rc"
1^ and y in a neighborhood of (oo,0) and such that it does not contain a linear term in y in its Taylor 
. D Iq, \IH\ > ^/kh and Ih does not contain a pair of Stokes directions ((f) -7r/(2A^),0 + 7r/(2kh)), where (f) is any singular direction of level k^,'
Then y(x) is (fci,..., kq)-summable on (Ji,..., Iq) in the following cases:
1.
\rn > Al ^ 0, 7T ^ Iq mod 27T.
2. Ai = \m = 0.
3.
Ai < \m ^ 0 and 0 ^ Iq mod 27T.
Moreover, y(x) is 1-summable in upper and in lower halfplanes if \Cj\ -^ 1 in case \j = 0.
For the definition of multisummability we refer to section 3. In case q = 1 we have 1-summability and so Borel-summability. In this case the Borel sums of the formal solutions may be represented by convergent generalized factorial series. The theorem may be extended to cases where Different (slightly more general) formulations of the main result are given in sections 4 and 10. In section 10 we also consider the reduction of a general nonlinear difference equation to one of the type considered in Theorem 1.1. Section 11 contains an application to normalizing transformations for the difference operator T.
The method of proof of the main result is similar to that for the multisummability for meromorphic differential equations in the style of Ecalle (cf. [Eca87] , [Eca93] , [Bra91] and [Bra92] ) with a modification due to Malgrange (cf. [Mal] ).
Multisummability of formal solutions of difference equations does not always occur and one has to apply the more general notion of accelerosummability of Ecalle in such cases (cf. [Eca87] , [Eca93] and [Imm] ). However, our method shows that formal solutions y always can be lifted to holomorphic solutions in upper and lower half planes with y as asymptotic expansion, the lifts need not be uniquely determined by y (cf. Remarks 4.1 and 10.1 and [vdPS] ).
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we introduce some notations and recall properties of Borel and Laplace transforms and in section 3 we recall two equivalent definitions of multisummability. In section 4 we give an alternative formulation of the multisummability result for the linear difference equation. In section 5 we derive the convolution equation which corresponds through Borel transform with this difference equation and in section 6 we prove the result in the linear case by means of these convolution equations. This proof depends on two lemmas which are proved in sections 8 and 9. For this we need to study an auxiliary operator associated with the difference operator. To this study section 7 is devoted. In section 10 we consider the nonlinear difference equation. We want to thank G. K. Immink and M. van der Put for useful discussions.
Preliminaries.
Here we present some concepts and results which we use lateron. For more details we refer to Balser [Bal94] , Ramis [Ram93] and Malgrange [Mal] .
By Coo we will denote the Riemann surface of the logarithm. For I an arbitrary, bounded interval in R, we define S{I) ={x C Coo; arga; € I}.
We call S{I) a closed (open) sector, if I is closed (open)
. Sometimes we will write 5(0,6) for S(I) with I = (a, 6), or just S if no misunderstanding is possible. Throughout this paper intervals and sectors will be open, unless stated otherwise. By |J| we will denote the length of interval I. If I is an interval then we define 0(1) as the set of germs of functions holomorphic on a neighborhood of 0 in S(I) and the corresponding sheaf on R is denoted by 0. Replacing 0 by oo we define in the same way a sheaf
Ooo.
The subspace of / € 0(1) with the property that / has an asymptotic 00 expansion f{x} ~ f(x) := ^ OnX'^^^x -^O.-rG 'S'(J), where {dn} is a n=o sequence in C, and p is positive, is denoted by A{I). Replacing a*^ by j^-n/p g^ 0 by oo we define in the same way Aoo{I). The corresponding sheaves on R are denoted by A and Aoo' From here on k will always be a positive number.
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A function / in 0(1) (Ooo(I) ) is said to be exponentially small of order k at 0 (oo) if to every closed subinterval I' of I corresponds a b > 0 such that
x e 5(J').
The subspaces of such functions are denoted by A^~k(I) and AJQ' 1^^! ) and the corresponding sheaves on R are denoted in the same way with deletion of the symbol (J).
If / G Ooo{I) and for every closed subinterval J' of J, there exist positive constants A, B, R such that
then we say that / is exponentially large of order ^ k at oo on S(I). By £{I,k) we denote the set of these functions, which, moreover, are holomorphic on the complete sector S(I) and belong to A(I).
If I is a bounded interval in R and {Ij}j^j^ where J is an interval of Z, is a family of open intervals with Ij D Ii = 0, if \j -l\ ^2, and Uj^jlj = J, then we call {Ij}j^j a good covering of I. Now let {fj}jeJ be a family of functions, with fj 6 Ooo(Ij) and •+1 -/, € A^^Ij H J,+i), jj + 1 G J. Then {^},ej is called a A;-precise quasi-function at oo on J with respect to the (good) covering {Ij}j^j. Two such ^-precise quasi-functions {fj}j^j and {gi}^j with respect to good coverings {Jj}j^j and {Ii}^j are said to be equivalent, if fj -gi € A^^^j HJi). With this equivalence relation c± the quotient sheaf (0/.A^-fe )oo : = ^cxD/^.^"^ is given by the equivalence classes of fc-precise quasi-functions at oo on J.
In an analogous manner we define the quotient sheafs (A/A^~k)oo•) and (A^'^/A^'^oo? for 0 < k < 1. If {fj}jeJ form a representative for / C {A/A^^ oo (-0 ? with respect to a covering {Ij}j^j as above, all fj e A(Ij) have the same asymptotic expansion /, as exponentially small functions have asymptotic expansion 0. Therefore, we write / ~ /. Similarly we may give a meaning to / = O^x^) for / as above. 
ere oo(a) means that the path of integration ends at oo in the direction arga; = a. Thus (f) is holomorphic on a neighborhood U of 0 in S'(J), with I = (-&i + _-, -a\ --, ), and independent of the choices for
the Xj. However, variation of a\ and b\ gives analytic continuations of (j). By variation of I' we obtain (f) € 0(J*), with J* = (-6 + -, -a --). If 
where F is a contour in V from oo(ai) to 00(^1). In particular,
On the other hand, if (f) is holomorphic on a neighborhood U of 0 in 5'(J*) where J* := (-&*,-a*) and (j)(t) = 0(f),t -^ 0 in [/, for some r > -fc, and for j = 1,... ,m, tj € £/ with -6^ = arg^ < ... < arg^i = -a^, arg^'-i -arg^-< -if^'>l, then the family {/j}^i defined by
Jo is a fc-precise quasi-function at oo on I = (a^ --, b^ + -). Variation of a\ and b\ gives continuation of {fj} in the sense of fc-precise quasi-functions. Hence we obtain an element in (0/A^~k)oo(I) where I = [a* -97^* + ^Y which we denote by L^, the finite Laplace transform of order k of (f). If </> is holomorphic on the full sector 5'(J*), and has exponential growth of order ^ k at oo on this sector, then the classical Laplace transform of order k of (f):
is equivalent (in the sense of /^-precise quasi-functions) to the finite Laplace transform of order k of (f).
As in the classical case we have, under certain conditions, that k=B, 1 : If now f(x) € ^"^A/^-^oo^) and f(x) ~ f(x),x -^ oo, then we have
The formal Laplace operator Ck of order k is defined as the inverse operator of Bk - Finally, we define the ramification operator of order k :
Note that, in fact, Bj, = P^Bpk , £fc = Pk^Pk, and /*^ = Pk\Pkf^Pk9)'
Definition of multisummability.
The following definition of multisummability is due to Malgrange and Ramis [MalR92] (for a slightly different formulation see Balser and Tovbis [BT93] ). 
• fj-i \ij = fj mod A^3, j = 1,..., r.
Then by definition the multisum of/on(Ji,...,Jy.)i.s(/i,...,/y.).
This multisum is uniquely determined by / and (Ji,..., Ir). Note that fr ^ Aoo(Ir) is an ordinary function on a neighborhood of oo in S(Ir), and that
Moreover, the existence of /o is equivalent with the condition that f{x p ) is Gevrey of order pk\. 
We say that f is (fci,... ,kr)-summable at oo on multi-interval (A,...,^),if: Define fr := L^^r ^ Aoo(^r)-Then the multisum of f on (Ji,... ,Jy.) is defined to be (/i,..., fr).
A formal series with a constant term, g{x) = CQ + f{x), is said to be (A;i,..., kr)-summable at oo on multi-interval (Ji,..., Ir) if f(x) has multisum (/i,..., /r) on this multi-interval, and then the multisum ofg is
The equivalence of the two definitions follows from the isomorphism Theorem 2.1 of Malgrange.
Reformulation in the linear case.
First we consider normal forms T for the difference operator T. From the formal fundamental matrix (1.2) of Ty = 0 it follows that the substitution y(x) := M(.r)^(a') transforms T to the normal form T c :
where A 0 (a:) = (^^•c^0^-
From this one may derive a related normal form
where /j(^) = Cj if <?j(a 1 ) = 0 and otherwise fj(x) is a polynomial in a;" 
1). The formal normalizing matrix M(x) now is modified to M(x).
Using a truncation MN of this matrix we see that T can be meromorphically transformed by y(
In order to prove the linear case of Theorem 1.1. it is sufficient to consider the linear difference equation
here c(x) is meromorphic in x~1^ at oo. We may rewrite this equation in the following form:
where (4.6)
' r G N; 0 = ko < ki < ... < kq = 1 < ... < kr, 1 ^ q ^ r; kh e p"^, h = 1, ...r; p € N; A/i, /i = 0,..., r, is an (n^ x n/i)-matrix; n/i is a nonnegative integer , n^ > 0 if k^ ^ 0,1; no + ..• + rir = n; Ah, is invertible if 1 ^ h ^ r and n^ > 0;
The translation of (4.4) into (4.5) runs as follows: If Xj > 0 then there exists k^ = Aj + 1 and A^ consists of blocks cjlj corresponding to all j with kh = Aj + 1. If Aj = 0,Cj 7^ 1 then riq > 0 and Aq contains corresponding blocks (cj -l)Ij. If Aj < 0 then also rig > 0 and Aq contains corresponding blocks -Ij whereas if none of these cases occurs we have riq = 0. In case \j = 0,Cj = \^qj{x} ^ 0 there exists fc/i = /^j and A/i consists of blocks l^jbjij corresponding to all j with k^ = /^j. The case \j = 0,Cj = \^qj(x) = 0 corresponds to ko = 0, and Ao contains corresponding blocks Lj. In general the n/i's of (4.6) will not be the same as the TZ/S of (1.3).
The assumptions (4.6) include also cases where in the original difference operator T the matrix A € End(n,C{a
is not invertible (corresponding to a block Fj which is x~1 times a nilpotent matrix).
In agreement with the definitions of singular and Stokes directions in section 1 we now define: It is easily seen that this theorem implies Theorem 1.1. in case G(;r, y) is independent of y. Note that presence of a level kr > 1 causes obstruction in the summability process in the left half plane, presence of level 1 with Aq-}-lq not invertible causes obstruction in the right half plane (cf. [Imm] ). However, we will show that It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case that the formal solution z (x) and the right-hand-side c(x) of (4.5) are both of order 0(x~N/ p )^x -> oo for sufficiently large N e N with at least N/p > 1. This follows by subtracting from the formal solution z{x} a partial sum of some sufficiently high order. Then the remainder satisfies again (4.5) with c(x} replaced by another function which has a zero of that order at oo.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given via convolution equations corresponding to the difference equation (4.5). These equations will be derived in section 5. In section 6 we then give the proof for case (i) of Theorem 4.1 and of Remark 4.1. The proof for case (ii) and case (iii) is similar (cf. also the correspondence between cases (i) and (iii) mentioned in sect.l).
The convolution equations.
We apply Borel transforms to the difference equation 
]). Let u(t) := Bkz{t). Then u(t) e t
K~k A(^) where J* and I are related as in Definition 3.2.
The convolution equation associated with (4.5) involves the operator Fk defined by
If k = 1 it is easy to see that x l~k (z(x + 1) -z(x)) simplifies to £fc{(-l + e-^u^t)}^), and therefore
In case k < 1 we rewrite the difference z(x + 1) -z (x) as a perturbation of the derivative z'{x) of z{x):
, also the derivative z^x) is a member of this set. Hence, so is Wz(x}. We have z'(x) = -kx k~l Ck{t k u}(x) and as a consequence we may write:
We will investigate the operator Hjc in section 7.
Next, we define (n x n)-matrices Mj as follows:
My := x^-^io e... e x^-1 -^!^^ e ij e... © ir, i ^ j ^ q. We can rewrite these convolution equations in the form TjU = u. Denote by v^ the components of n-vector v corresponding to the h^ block and let (5.8) G,:=Hk,.
Then we get
• if 0 < j < q and k := kj
The equations with h = 0 and h = q are deleted if no = 0 and riq = 0 respectively. We will prove Theorem 4.1 by means of the convolution equations TjU^u, j=l,...,g.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.
The proof of Theorem 4.1, case (i), follows easily from the two lemmas below, that we will prove in sections 8 and 9, respectively. Remark 6.1 will be proved in section 9.
Properties of the operator H]^.
In this section we will investigate the operator Hjc defined in section 5 for k e (0,1) D -N. The results are summarized in Lemma 7.2 at the P end of this section. They will be of use, when proving Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
We will write H in stead of
Obviously w^^r) is holomorphic in ^ C C\{0}, and entire in r.
We substitute y = x + s in the last integral. As 1/2 ^ |1 + s/x\ ^ 3/2, and |(1 + s/x^ -1| ^ cla:]" 1 for some constant c > 0, for all 0 < s < 1 and x € C with a; | ^ 2, we obtain an estimate for w:
|w(e,T)| < JCil^l-1 /^! + I^De^ll^"*, if ^k > 2.
Now, recall that Hu(t) = Bk{x l~k Wz(x)}(t'}, i.e. Jiv(r) = B^-^^WCv} (r). This implies
;• /•M (r) = --\ e^dfi / e-^vWw(^rj)drj
27TZ Jc Jo pM fM \ r]v(r])h[r-r],r]}dr] Jo
with h{r^) = B{w(.,77)}(r) := ^ f e^w^^.
So, also /i is holomorphic on Coo in the first variable, and entire in the second, and ^(re 2^^,^) = h(r^r]).
For C we choose a contour consisting of halfrays (oo, 2 />; -R)e^< 91 and (2^, oc^e 102 (0\ < ^2)5 such that cos(arg(r^)) ^ -e along these rays (for some e > 0), connected through the arc Cp : |^| = 2 k R, 6>i â rg^ ^ 02. Then, if R ^ 1, we can estimate the integrand above witĥ l|^|-l / fc (l+|^|) exp(|T$|cos(arg(TO)+^i|^1-^ |). The exponent takes its maximum on the arc when arg^ = -argr, and this maximum is minimal for R w {rf/r^. Hence we choose R = max^/r^, 1} and obtain the following estimates:
But this means that L{/i(.,77)}(r) makes sense, and L{^(-,^)}(r) == w(r,ri). If we substitute this in the expression for ^~l^l /k V^Cv(^) we obtain: -i+iAy^(^ f e-^rv{r)dr F e-^h(^r)da
JQ Jo
[ M ^ r^ rM = / e
^dt \ rv(r)h(t -r^)dr + / e-^dt / rv{r)h(t -T,r)dr.
JQ JO JM JQ
As the second term in this last expression is exponentially small for SR(MQ large positive, we see that ^-^^WCv and £{JJ rv(r)h(tr,r)dr} define the same element in (A/A^)^) where cf) e J iff \cf)+0\ < 7T/2 for some 6 e J. That is,
W) = (^r^^W^)^) = I rv(r)h(t-^r)dr. Jo
However, this last expression still has meaning for functions v(t) that belong to the set of holomorphic functions on S(J, r) (for some open interval J, and some r > 0), that are bounded on S(J'\r') for any closed subinterval J' of J, and any r' G (0,r). Moreover, H maps this set into itself.
Hence we have proved the following lemmas: 
, where Hk is defined by (5.5). Then Hk can be extended to a mapping of the space of holomorphic functions on S(J^r), that are bounded on S(J'\r') for any closed subsector ofJ' ofJ and any r' € (0, r), into itself. Ifv^t^) is holomorphic in a (full) neighborhood U of 0, and continuous on the closure U, then also 7-^^(1^) has this property.
Moreover, if v is an element of the function space described above, then (7.2) Hkv(t) = I r]v{r])hk(t -77, r])dĴ o
where hk is the function defined in the previous lemma.
Proof of Lemma 6.1.
For convenience we rewrite the system TjU = u to TjV = v, where Tj = pk,Tjp^, v = pk,u. Writing the new system looks as follows:
• if 0 < j < q and k = kj
• if j = q then Tq=Tq since ^ = 1 (cf. 5.10).
Let us define k := k^, and ^)i = pfci^i. We may choose N so large that the formal solution z(x) e C 71^-1^] ] is uniquely determined. So ^i is the unique formal solution of T^v(t) = v(t). We will prove that it is convergent.
Ifwis an Z-vector, w = (wi,..., wi}, then by |w| we denote its 1-norm, |w| := |wi| + ... + |wJ.
We will frequently use the property below of the convolution operator : Let a, f3 > 0, and /, g holomorphic functions on a sectorial neighborhood S = S{I,6) of 0 with \f(t)\ ^ K\t\^-\ \g(t)\ ^ L\t\^-\ if te ^ for some constants K, L,6 > 0. Then (/ * g)(t) is holomorphic on 5', and
Here B is the beta function. From Stirling's formula it follows that, given w > 0, a > 0, there exists C > 0 such that for all z with 3?^ > 0
\B(w,z+a)\ ^GH-F rom (8.2) it follows that ((3[ h \t)=0(t^)^ t^O {h=0) {(3 w {t)=0(t^-l )^t-^0 (l^fa^r).
As c(x) = O^X-^P), we have i-^^) = 0(^/(^)-1 ), and
Choose p such that 0 < p < 27r and such that for 0 < \t\ ^ p the matrices Ai + A^Ii and Ai + (1 -e'^Ii are invertible in case q > 1 and q = 1, ni > 0 respectively. Define pi := pY^), and let TV^ be the Banach space of functions /, for which t^-^^f^) is a holomorphic function from A(0,/?i) to C 71 with continuous extension to A(0,pi), provided with the norm ||p,^ = max^-^/^l; ^ c A(0^)}.
We will show that Ti maps TVp,^ into itself, and is a contraction if N is large enough. Therefore, from now on v will denote a function in Wp^-Let us first assume q > 1, i.e. k\ < 1.
Let w be a function such that t^'^w € Wp N for some /? e -N. If pk N 1 a + -, € -N, then (w * ^)(^) e H^, and 
\Q^(t)\ < / ^(r])g(t-'r],r])dr]\ Jo
Mp^N [ t ^/w ^t-^n)drj\
for some constants L^,L^ independent of N and t. The last expression can be estimated by utilizing the estimates for a convolution product and the beta function as given above. Thus we obtain:
and it follows that t^Gi maps Wp^ into itself if N is sufficiently large. From the estimates for a convolution product mentioned in the beginning of the proof it follows that also f-2+^Ai ^g^y belongs to Wp^ if v belongs to that space and h > 1.
If q = 1 we have Ti = Tq = Tq. As 1 -e-* = Ot, t -^ 0, all expressions occurring in Tq are essentially of the same order as the corresponding expressions in 7i in the case q > 1. This proves Lemma 6.1.
Proof of Lemma 6.2.
We will prove this lemma in terms of the 'ramified' operators T^, Qj, 
We have a solution Vj = pkjUj of the singular Volterra integral equation
Jt for a certain holomorphic kernel K(t^r). Hence TjV = v is equivalent to the regular Volterra integral equation
which has a unique holomorphic solution Vj on 5(J*). However, for t C Lathis solution corresponds with ^-, i.e. vj is an analytic continuation of Vj. We will write vj in stead of Vj.
Remains to prove that vj has the right growth rate. Let's first consider the case j < q. We will write Sj = S{JJ) and k = kj. Let S denote a closed subsector of Sj. With the pair {vj, S) we associate the continuous function Next with Tj and Qj, and S we will associate dominating operators Tj and Gj as follows. Let v be holomorphic on 5j, bounded on closed, bounded subsectors of 5j. Define -0 by From Lemmas 7.2 and 7.1 and the definition of Qj in (8.1) we easily derive the following dominating operator for Qj on 5':
\^-u ' y
Let M > 0 and B > 0 which will be chosen later on. Then we define From here on we will omit the indices j if no confusion is possible, i.e. we will write ^ = ^ (cf. (9.1)), T = 7;, etc.. Note that Q and T are monotone operators.
for some positive constants c and MQ. We will first show that for sufficiently large c > 0 and all MQ > 0 ( 9 -9 ) ^0(5K^O(5),V5€[1,00).
Finally we will prove that we may choose MQ such that (9.10) ^(5)<,^o(5), V5e(0,oo) where i? is denned in (9.2). This implies that Vj has the right growth rate.
For the proof of (9.9) we use two inequalities from [Bra91]:
If a, 6, c, ^ > 0, and 0^a+6-l<a/^, then
where K is a constant independent of s and c.
From these inequalities it follows that all terms in the expression for T'0o(^) involving ^o, but not G^o, can be estimated by Kc-^^s}, \/5 > 0, for some constants K^ a > 0 independent of c and s, provided c ^ B + 1.
Next we consider the contribution from Q (as defined in (9.6)) to T. By splitting the path of integration in the definition of G in a part from 0 to 5/2 and a part from s/2 to 5, we may write G as a sum of two operators : G=Gi +^2, with 
Next, we substitute ^ = ^o and ^ = 5(1 -a) 1 /^ in this integral. Then a € (0,^) with 6 := 1 -2~^ < 1, hence (1 -cr) 0 is bounded for any a, and mi<7 ^ 1 -(1 -a) 1^ ^ m2<7, Vcr e (0,^) for certain m\^m^ > 0 (dependent on /^). Furthermore, '0o(0 = '0o(5)exp(-c5^<T). All this yields us the estimate
large. Utilizing this in the last integral and substituting w = cs^a we obtain a final estimate for Q^Q^S) :
if c is sufficiently large.
From (9.11), (9.12), (9.13), and 1/p, ^ 1 -k we may conclude that 0(5) ^ ^^-^^(^ + 1)^0(5), V5 € (0, 00), and, utilizing inequality (I) twice, with a = -1 + k^/k^b = 1 and 6=2, that
for some positive constants (7i, 62 independent of c and 5.
The discussion above implies that there exist positive constants K^ a such that Tz^o{s) ^ A^e^^+^c'" 0 '^)^)), for all s > 1 ifcis large enough. So (9.9) holds if c is sufficiently large positive.
To obtain (9.10) we choose MQ > maxo^i ^(s) (cf. (9.2) and (9.8)). Let 5i := sup{s C (1, ex)]; 'ff(t) < ^o(t), if 0 ^ ^ s}. Thus 1 < si ^ oo. If 5i < oo we deduce from the monotonicity of T that (5i) < T^(5i) < T^o(5l) ^ ^o (5l) which is impossible by the definition of si. Hence 5i == oo and (9.10) follows which completes the proof of the lemma in case j < q.
This proof also applies to the case j = g, with The last statement of Lemma 6.2 now easily follows and the proof is completed. The proof of Remark 6.1 is an obvious modification of the previous proof, since (9.14) also holds on vertical strips away from the singularities.
Nonlinear difference equations.
Let j?, v G N. Consider the following nonlinear difference equation:
with F{x^y} holomorphic in a neighborhood of (oo.a).
Suppose that (10.1) has a formal solution 
where FO^/P) = ^+^(1 + I/X^/P {F(^,PCr)) -x-^PP{x 4-1)};
A(a;)is holomorphic ina; = oo;
Hence F^{x^y) is holomorphic at (oo,0), and Turrittin (cf.[Tur60] ). It consists of block-diagonalizations up to some order in the series expansion and shearing transformations. There exists a bound for the number of these transformations which only depends on n and y/p. The blockdiagonalizations only involve transformation matrices S(x) ~ J, but the shearing transformations involve matrices S(.r) which are regular at oo but with S"^) = 0(3^) where A has an upper bound which only depends on (n -l)/p (cf. [Tur60] , sect. 7). Hence S-\x) = 0(^°/^), x -^ oo for some p,o e Z which is only depending on n,p and v. Then also
So, writing p in stead of pq, we have transformed (10.2) into a difference equation for z(x) of the following form:
with A the difference operator as defined by (4.5), and where Smj := B^E^ and u^rn(t) := B^^u^, the 'm-fold 5 ^-convolution of u. Let matrices M^-and convolution operators Qj be defined as in section 5. Then 71^) . Rewriting these convolution equations in the form XjU = u thus yields the following convolution equations where k=kj: Utilizing this lemma we may show as in [Bra92] that X\ -7i is a contraction in W^N with norm tending to 0 if N -> oo. In sect. 8 we saw that 7i is a contraction with norm remaining away from 1 as N ->-oo and therefore the same holds for X\. Hence Lemma 6.1 remains valid for a formal solution z(x) of (10.3).
Next we may prove an analogue of Lemma 6.2. First we may show that a solution uj C t N / p~k 3A n (ij-'i) of XjU = u can be analytically continued in S(I^) (cf. Lemma 3 in [Bra92] and its proof in sect.5 in that paper). That this solution uj has exponential growth at oo of order at most KJ can be shown using the majorant method as in sect. 9 and [Bra92], sect 6. We now use a dominating operator Xj of Xj which is an extension of the dominating operator Tj of Tj as defined in (9.7) and we may deduce from Lemma 10.1 If X denotes a (n x n)-matrix, we will write X,,; for the (n x riv)-matrix consisting of the riv columns corresponding with the V th block in the partition of F(.r) above, (so 1 ^ v ^ m), and X^ will denote the V th diagonal block. Using (11.3) we obtain a difference equation for T.y(x) that we can write as follows: where 'Fi(x) is as in (4.2), F(x) is holomorphic in x~1^, di runs through the set of differences of A/s, and d < mm{di} -1. Hence positive and negative numbers dj occur and therefore Theorem 4.1 is not applicable (cf. section 4). However, Remark 4.1 is applicable and thus formal normalizing transformations T can be lifted to analytic transformations in lower and upper half planes.
